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Radware’s Application Performance Monitoring ensures continuous, 
optimized web-application performance by measuring and visualizing real-
user quality of experience everywhere, anytime. APM is the leading tool to 
manage and track application SLAs using historical reports with fast root 
cause analysis using highly granular measurements. 

Introduction
Detect Application Performance Issues – Before Your Customer Does
In today’s online business landscape, fast-performing applications are a top priority. Cutting-edge acceleration 
solutions, such as Radware’s FastView™, result-driven web performance optimization (WPO) technology, offers a 
holistic approach, addressing the various aspects impacting Web application performance. 

Although having the right technology to accelerate Web application performance is crucial, it is not enough. Since 
Web applications continuously change and evolve, Web application performance optimization is not a one-time 
effort, but rather an ongoing objective. In fact, to detect application performance issues in real time—before your 
customers experience them - it is essential to have an end-to-end monitoring solution, one that provides complete 
visibility into your applications’ performance to ensure they meet SLAs at all times.
 

Challenge of IT Manager
The ultimate goal of the IT manager is to ensure high quality of experience (QoE) for the application users. From 
the user perspective good experience means a short delay between submitting a request for a page until the page 
is presented and functional. There are several time segments that affect the user experience and relate to the 
activities happening in order to bring a page to the users (shown in figure 1).

Figure 1 – segmentation of factors that impact the user experience

First, the web application front end receives a request for a new page. This initiates a process of building a 
page per the user’s request, often involving more systems and sub applications. One of the critical components 
there is, an Application Delivery Controller (ADC), which can significantly impact the data center time through its 
application acceleration capabilities.

Then, the page is delivered to the client over the network. For remote clients, the page might need to travel 
through a number of ISPs and backbone networks as well and wide area networks.
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The last segment is at the user side where the client’s browser starts the rendering process, which often requires 
additional resources from 3rd party locations such as CDN.

Thus, a non-optimized data center performance, slow external or internal network, including slow DNS 
infrastructure as well as complex or non-optimized structure of the web page – any one of these factors or more 
can lead to a degraded user experience. 

While the IT manager has a certain degree of control over the data center infrastructure and can troubleshoot 
performance issues (to a certain extent), they usually have no control and visibility over the network time, as it 
might be beyond the datacenter network; and rendering time, as content and format of the web pages are probably 
out of the scope of their responsibility (especially with of-the-shelf applications or 3rd party resources).

However, end-to-end visibility is critical for real-time detection of performance drops, efficient troubleshooting and 
quick identification of the problematic segment, which would lead to a faster resolution of performance problem.
Moreover, in many cases, such visibility would save IT manager time on troubleshooting the wrong place (data 
center latency is usually the immediate suspect) while the bottleneck is elsewhere.

Best Location for Performance Monitoring
Modern application performance monitoring solutions include external systems that run synthetic user requests 
transaction from multiple locations over the world. These solutions are agent-based that require installation of 
agents on every monitored node as well as network appliances monitoring and analyzing the traffic. Although this 
solution provides valuable information, they are not always able to reach the right balance between information 
richness and relevancy due to the high level of adaptation required with typical dynamic websites. Few examples:

 • Synthetic transaction solutions can’t adapt to users’ habit changes in a particular web site 
 • Agent based solution requires installation or update of agent when a new (additional) application server is  
  deployed or an application changes.
 • Network based solution often lack reporting granularity impossible to achieve without deep  
  application knowledge 
 • Synthetic based APM solutions can only monitor the performance of read transactions; since it can’t perform  
  (and measure) written transactions which change the application’s database.

The only subsystem which has both application intelligence and user session visibility, agnostic to the changes in the 
application environment and can be efficiently used for application performance monitoring is an ADC appliance.

Radware’s Application Performance Monitoring (APM) 
To ensure that Web-application performance meets customer expectations and maintain consistent business 
grade SLA, one must attain visibility into the application performance and the actual quality of experience (QoE) 
end-users are experiencing. Radware is now offering a new Application Performance Monitoring (APM) module, 
supporting an end-to-end, proactive approach to monitor and maintain high SLAs of user-facing Web portals as well 
as internal Web applications. 

Radware’s APM provides the following key values:

 • Complete visibility of Web application performance and real-user experience, managing and tracking user- 
  defined SLAs
 • Fast Root Cause Analysis using highly granular measurement, in real time
 • Monitoring of actual user traffic results with low solution cost (no dedicated scripts per Web application or  
  agent installations, etc.)
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Complete Application Performance Insight Based on User-Defined SLA
Radware’s APM provides a comprehensive picture of all applications, transactions, and real servers in the data 
centers, allowing users to drill down to application and transaction level, globally or for a particular user. In 
addition, the picture reflects the actual end-user QoE—wherever the real clients are—at all times.

The performance measurements are based on user-defined SLAs. The measurements may include the minimum 
average response time that the application should provide and the minimum latency at the data center. The SLA 
can also be defined for a geographical location, allowing administrators to determine if there is a problem with 
users from a specific region.

Figure 2: Application SLA Summary View

Fast Root Cause Analysis Using Highly Granular Measurement 
Radware’s APM enables fast accurate troubleshooting and rapid Root Cause Analysis of cases with high latency 
that may result in poor user experience. This is achieved by means of a detailed transaction-measurement 
breakdown across the following three-stage application-delivery chain:
 1.  Datacenter time—the time spent at the data center to prepare and serve the required Web page
 2.  Network time—the time it takes for the server’s response to reach the client
 3.  Browser-rendering time—the time it takes the browser to render the whole page

This transaction breakdown enables users to efficiently pinpoint the origin of application performance degradation, 
saving analysis time and effort.

Figure 3: Transaction Stage Breakdown Analysis
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Monitoring Actual Transactions and Errors of Real Users
Radware’s APM solution is based on measurement of real-user transactions, as opposed to synthetic transaction 
monitoring. The solution’s analytics engine captures actual user navigation behavior and is sensitive to the real-
life errors. In addition, the solution provides a realistic view of geographical distribution of the user locations, and 
pinpoints issues specific to each location, time, and browser. As a result, there is no need to write dedicated 
scripts for specific Web applications, or simulate transactions - which ultimately lowers overhead, risks, and costs.
 
How APM Works
Radware’s APM monitors Web application and end-user experience using dedicated page collectors. The page 
collector is a small and efficient JavaScript that is automatically embedded into the Web application pages by 
the Alteon ADC. The page collector gathers real-user measurements when running within the user’s browser. It 
monitors every user request and reports the related network and browser-rendering time. The Alteon ADC adds 
the data-center latency information and sends the consolidated report to the SharePath server for APSolute Vision 
APM. The SharePath server processes the report, analyzes it, and publishes it to the dashboards.

One SharePath server per APSolute Vision server supports the APSolute Vision APM functionality. The SharePath 
server is an OVA installation in a VMware vSphere environment. 

The following diagram depicts the time statistics collected by the Radware APM solution.

Figure 4: Radware APM solution time statistics

The SharePath reporting server analyzes the data in different forms:
 • Aggregation on application level—server IP address /port or traffic pattern
 • Aggregation on transaction level—collection of URLs per application
 • Geographical-location–based pivoting
 • Pivoting by real servers
 • Built-in SLA tracking
 • Others
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APM as an Integral Solution
Radware APM functionality is naturally integrated within the Alteon ADC devices and logically extends the list of 
services provided for intelligent application delivery.

An APM service can be enabled per virtual service via APSolute Vision centralized management system. Once the 
configuration is applied, the statistics starts being collected and the results can we observed on the SharePath 
server UI.

Radware APM’s substantial advantage from the operation perspective is that it does not require deployment of any 
additional devices in the network or software agents on the application servers.

Using APM to Troubleshoot High Latency
This section describes a step-by-step example of using APM to troubleshoot latency issues which cause 
unsatisfactory user experience.

With APSolute Vision APM, a good approach for troubleshooting latency issues is to start looking for a generic 
problem. Troubleshooting a specific user HTTP request might be misleading, at least in the beginning, and might 
make the process longer unnecessarily. If you find no generic problem, you move your investigation to more 
specific potential problems. For example, if a user complains about the responsiveness of an application, it is 
a good idea to start checking whether the data center works as expected; and only later, focus on the user’s 
location. If the problem is caused by a malfunctioning datacenter, this affects many, if not all users of that 
application; so solving the problem has a wide impact. 

Terminology
The following lists common terms in the context of Radware APM solution:
 • Application—an application is a collection of end-user HTTP requests that serve a business role. The  
  SharePath server, under the corresponding application domain, collects and presents all performance  
  statistics of individual user. 
 • Transaction—a transaction is a subset of end-user HTTP requests that belong to the same application and  
  have the same URI.
 • Location—a location is where the end-user request comes from. A location is a collection of IP addresses (or  
  subnets). Locations are organized into areas. 
 • SLA—an SLA (Service Level Agreement) is a metric representing the time, in milliseconds, that a normal  
  interaction of a specific type should take. 
  Two types of SLA are supported: 
   – DC SLA—The SLA on the datacenter time. 
   – End User SLA—The SLA on the total user experience time (DC time + network time + rendering time).
  An SLA can be defined per application, transaction, or location.
 • Host—in the context of APM, a host is the real servers deployed behind the Alteon ADC. 

Troubleshooting Workflow
The following diagram shows the recommended approach for troubleshooting high latency using Radware APSolute 
Vision APM feature. Each numbered shape corresponds to a section below, which describes the troubleshooting 
step further.
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Figure 5: Troubleshooting workflow

1—Latency Problem
There are several reasons why an IT manager might decide to start troubleshooting high latency. The application 
responsiveness may be below the required SLA as presented by the SharePath server. Alternatively, the IT 
manager may receive a complaint from a specific user or the helpdesk.

The SLA Watch dashboard focused on End User SLA and provides the IT manager with the current performance of 
the application from the user perspective. Therefore, in many cases, this would be the main dashboard for the IT 
manager and the starting point of the investigation.
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A red SLA status indicates that the user experience is unsatisfactory. A green SLA status shows that overall application 
is behaving nominally. However, since this value is aggregated across all user HTTP requests to the particular 
application, it is possible that some transactions or specific requests are slow, causing the user to complain.

The recommended first step of is to check the datacenter performance for the particular application.

2—View Status of Datacenter’s Application-Level SLA 
This screen shows the overall datacenter performance for the applications.

If the SLA status is red, the 
IT manager should drill down 
to datacenter performance, 
either by going to step Check 
Datacenter’s Operation 
and/or by going to step 
4—Analyze Datacenter’s 
Transaction-Level SLA.

The green status of the 
datacenter’s application-
level SLA might hide some 
problems with particular 
transactions or requests. 
Therefore, the next step of 
the troubleshooting process 
is 4—Analyze Datacenter’s Transaction-Level SLA.

3—Check Datacenter’s Operation
You can investigate datacenter performance by analyzing the APSolute Vision Device Performance Reporting 
reports) or/and by moving to the Datacenter Intelligence dashboard. The most useful view in this dashboard is 
Processing Time with break down by Hosts.

Note: The scope of the Datacenter Intelligence dashboard should be limited to a single application.

This shows the load of each 
of the hosts (real server). 
The data can be correlated 
with the application average 
response time and the 
transaction volume. 

Using this data, the IT 
manager can identify which 
server has been slow and 
correlate this data with 
application response time 
and the load of the requests.
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4—Analyze Datacenter’s Transaction-Level SLA
You can observe datacenter performance for a specific transaction in the Transactions tab of the SLA  
Watch dashboard.

The red SLA value indicates 
a problem with datacenter 
performance for a specific 
transaction. Since the issue 
was not indicated at the 
application level, the volume 
of problematic requests might 
be not very high (possibly 
due to the low volume of the 
transaction). Therefore, it is 
recommended to browse the 
list of transaction instances 
(step 5—Check the List of 
Transaction Instances; left 
click on application  
or transaction).

When users complain about poor experience and the datacenter SLA is green for all transactions, the next step 
of the troubleshooting process is to identify the transaction with the problematic user SLA (step 6—Analyze the 
User’s Transaction-Level SLA).

5—Check the List of Transaction Instances
To access the list of transaction instances, from the Transaction tab of SLA Watch dashboard, click on a  
particular transaction.

The Destination column indicates the real server that served that particular request.
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6—Analyze the User’s Transaction-Level SLA 
You can see the user-experience SLA at the transaction level in the Transaction tab of the SLA Watch dashboard.

The user-experience SLA 
status indicates the total 
user experience, which 
is affected by all three 
components of transaction 
latency: datacenter time, 
network time, and  
rendering time.

At this stage of the 
troubleshooting process, 
we should have excluded 
the datacenter-performance 
problems, so as to focus on 
the other two components.

Assuming that the SLA value aggregates the result of multiple requests from different locations, a red status of 
SLA indicates a general problem with the specific transaction. In this case, the next step of the troubleshooting 
process is step 7—Check for General Application Problem.

A green status of the Transaction End User SLA implies that the problem is related to a specific user condition, 
for example, network connectivity. In this case, the next step of the troubleshooting process is step 8—Check for 
User Networking Problems.

7—Check for General Application Problem
At the stage of the troubleshooting process, we know that although the datacenter latency is within the SLA, most 
if not all users are suffering from the slow responsiveness of the system.
 
These issues can be related either to a generic application problem or to a general networking problem of the site 
hosting the application.

A generic application problem can be caused by many factors related to the format and the content of the Web page. 

The following elements might increase the rendering time of the page:
 • Sequentially loaded images
 • Long-running Java scripts
 • External elements like social and advertising widgets from third parties loaded from external sites

In parallel, it is recommended to check the overall network connectivity and performance of the site (step 11—
Check Global Network State).

8—Check for User Networking Problems
At this step of the troubleshooting process, we investigate networking problems of a specific user. 

The Location Tab of the SLA Watch dashboard shows the specific SLAs per location.
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After identifying a problematic location, the IT manager might want to investigate the following: 
 • Whether the high latency is related to the specific behavior of the user at that location (for example, some  
  pages are accessed only by users from a certain location or pages are accessed only from a certain location).  
  The IT manager can validate this by investigating the list of specific transaction instances (see step 5—Check  
  the List of Transaction Instances).
 • Whether some location has local networking problems. The IT manager can validate this by going to step 9— 
  Check Relative Latency at User Location.

9—Check Relative Latency at User Location
The Global User Experience dashboard shows the results of response and network time pivoted by user location. 

Select Average Network Time to compare the network time in a particular location with the network time at other locations.

The view presents three graphs 
of average network time:
 • Average network time at  
  the selected location
 • Average network time at  
  the selected area  
  excluding selected location
 • Average network time  
  from all locations  
  excluding the selected area

This information helps to 
determine whether the network 
delay is specific to the location 
(step 10—Check for Network 
Problem at User’s Location) or is a general problem experienced by all users.

10—Check for Network Problem at User’s Location
In this step, the IT manager should work with the remote team to identify the network bottlenecks along the path.
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11—Check Global Network State
In this step, we assume 
that the slow networking is 
experienced by all users of the 
system, independently of their 
location. One possible reason 
for this might be a local spike 
in the load on the application. 
Another possible reason 
would be a general problem 
in the datacenter networking, 
for example, an edge firewall 
delaying traffic.
 
You can easily identify spikes 
by looking at the application 
dashboard Datacenter SLA and 
the End User SLA. These views 
present the current status of the 
application along with historical 
baseline and activity statistics. 

In addition, the IT manager might 
want to investigate reasons 
for high latency by looking for 
bottlenecks and datacenter 
failures in the overall networking 
status.

Conclusion
Radware APM endows the IT manager a full visibility into performance of application and provides immediate 
feedback on the end-user experience. With Radware APM the IT manager is empowered to performance quick and 
efficient troubleshooting processes both saving the investigation time and shortening the resolution process.
Radware APM solution has the following advantages:

 • Real user experience monitoring. Radware APM monitors actual user transactions coming from real user  
  locations including secured (authenticated) transaction with any dependency on geographically distributed  
  agents or synthetic scripts.
 • Zero deployment and maintenance cost. Radware APM solution does not require deployment of new devices  
  in the network or new software agents on the application servers. Moreover, when a new application server  
  is deployed, e.g. for performance reason, or an application structure changes, e.g. new web pages are  
  developed, Radware APM solution will automatically start monitoring them.
 • Support for both internal and external applications. Radware APM solution can be used for monitoring both  
  external customer facing application as well as internal corporate applications accessible only from the  
  intranet. This unique characteristic makes Radware APM solution universally applicable on waste majority of  
  use cases, saving customers efforts (time and money) of working with multiple vendors.

© 2013 Radware, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Radware and all other Radware product and service names are registered trademarks of Radware in 
the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks and names are the property of their respective owners.
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